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Introduction
The pace of oil and gas industry has been accelerated recently for all aspects of exploration and
production cycle. All the workflows from the gathering of data to the full interpretation, thus
require extensive automation. Automation allows us not only to get the results faster and
accurate, but also to process and understand big data with relative ease.
We are using deep machine learning and quantitative techniques to provide full sequence
stratigraphy interpretation of a large dataset. The workflow is applied to various datasets with
different sets of lithologies (Blackfoot field, Alberta and Teapot Dome, Wyoming datasets). Due
to space limitation for the extended abstract case studies will be shown during oral presentation.
For many decades seismic sequence stratigraphy methods proved especially useful in
identifying hydrocarbon plays and assisting in creating geological models. However, it is highly
laborious, time consuming and qualitative in nature, and thus cannot be used freely to process
large datasets that are widely used in exploration. Traditionally, the method of sequence
stratigraphy includes working with the well logs and cores to identify sequence stratigraphic
boundaries, picking well tops, then building dip and strike cross-sections. In parallel, to
seismically tie wells and to identify horizons and faults on the seismic, and then using well logs
with the seismic boundaries marked and stratal terminations picked from 3D seismic, try to
identify sequence boundaries on seismic data. Normally, this would take months if not years to
build seismic sequence stratigraphic models for any size of block.
The goal of this study is to automate this process from the beginning to the end computerizing
every part of it and its interaction between them. First, reference wells are identified out of all
wells involved in the study. A reference well is a well that represents a cluster of wells in the
area with similar log motif. For any given area, there may be one or more reference wells. Then,
all stratigraphic tops will be identified on those reference wells. Using method of correlation
through dynamic time warping, all tops are automatically picked for all wells. This is followed by
the identifying of sequence boundaries and flooding surfaces on all wells using automation of
new so-called “TSF method” (Ainsworth et. al., 2018). The process of working with well logs is
completed by assigning absolute geological age to all wells for the purpose of well correlation.
Geological age will use the well tops and so-called “absolute geological age” table created
manually, using established stratigraphy for any given area.
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New and improved methods of automatically identifying discontinuities on 3D seismic data (Wu
and Hale, 2016, Wu, 2017) made it possible to precisely identify unconformities, horizons and
faults. By seismically tying wells to the 3D data and identifying stratal termination (onlap, offlap,
truncation, downlap) it is now possible to automatically build a geological model for any given
area and correct the RGT (Relative Geological Time) cube to an AGT (Absolute Geological
Time) cube. Our research continues to address the data and algorithm complexities to reach the
above goals.
Present paper is dealing mainly with the automated sequence stratigraphy using well logs for
which the software toolbox was developed by the authors. The goal of the research is to
understand the bottlenecks in automation and address them through new and improved
algorithms with minimum intervention.

Workflow and Data Preparation
Automation workflow is shown below (Figure 1). The input parameters include well data (logs)
and 2D or 3D seismic datasets. Additional area information and experience is used to initialize
the process and QC the input.

Figure 1: Wells and Seismic Automation workflow. The green highlighted boxes are the focus of the present study while using the information
from blue boxes.
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Below we provide detail description of the above workflow.

Normalization of GR and Vsh logs
Gamma Ray (GR) logs are the basis for quantitative analysis. GR logs require normalizing in
the area of investigation such that the results are not skewed by the errors in baseline. The
normalization is carried out using thick shaly segments of the logs where the lithology is more
regional and have approximately equivalent radioactivity. Normalization is important for large
datasets as many of the well logs may have been recorded with different baselines. In the
absence of GR log SP log is substituted.
Once the logs are normalized an automatic method is used to convert the GR logs to GR Index.
𝐺𝑅𝐼 =

𝐺𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑔 − 𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 values are calculated using multiple well histogram after normalization.
Volume of Shale (Vsh) can be derived from GRI using various equations established by many
authors (Steiber, 1973, Larionov, 1969, and Clavier, 1971). In the simplest form Volume of shale
is equal to GRI.
Figure 2 shows an example of GR to Vsh conversion using all methods. Once an optimum
conversion equation is identified for an area, all the normalized GR logs are converted to Vsh
logs.

Figure 2: Graphical representation of various conversion equations from GR to Vshale and examples of Vsh calculation on Blackfoot data. (A) –
Conversion functions. (B)-(F) – Examples of GR to Vshale conversions with different equations on well 08-08 Linear: Vsh = Igr = (GRlog- GRmin) /
(GRmax – GRmin); Larionov: Vsh = 0.083 (23.7 Igr – 1); Steiber: Vsh = Igr / (3 – 2 Igr); Clavier: Vsh = 1.7- [(3.38 – (Igr + 0.7)2]0.5; Larionov for older
rock: Vsh = 0.33 (22Igr – 1).
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In siliciclastic sedimentation there are no major issues, although in carbonate and coal bearing
strata one must go through petrophysical process to eliminate Volume of carbonate, Volume of
coal and low radioactive shale.

Reference well identification
The reference wells, representing large dataset with emphasis on better quality, core
availability, bio-strat info and completeness of log suite, are manually selected. A reference well
represents all wells in its vicinity with similar log motif and geological sector. All stratigraphic
markers are then picked on the reference wells using locally established stratigraphic column
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: Top picking on reference wells (Ref. W1 and Ref. W6)

Automated Well tops correlation
Picking formation tops is another labor-intensive part of any interpretation. There are
several approaches to automate top picking. Shi et. al., 2017, used coherence-weighted
graphs, showing a workflow for sequential correlation of multiple well logs, following an
optimal path that preserves maximum coherency between neighboring log traces.
Gosses and Zhang, 2019, presented a supervised machine learning approach
mimicking the visual approaches of geologists.
We take a supervised correlation approach where reference wells are picked by an
interpreter. We start correlation and dynamic time warping algorithm to pick nearby
wells first. The results obtained (Figure 4) could face problems due to presence of faults
and unconformities. These problems are addressed through introduction of fault gaps
and geological age gaps (unconformities), usually derived automatically from the
seismic data.
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Figure 4: Automatic well tops correlation in the vicinity of reference wells (W1 and W6)

Geological Age assignment
To each reference well the chronological column is added based on “Absolute Age Chart”
(Table 1). Absolute Age Chart shows the best estimate of geological age of each top. For each
area the absolute age chart is prepared using paleodata, established stratigraphic columns,
coastal onlaps, radiometric dating, and other relevant information.
ZONE_NAME
F1
F2
F3
F4

Start_age
10
20
30
35

End_age
20
30
35
45

Top_Marker
t1_0100
t2_0200
t3_0300
t4_0350

Base_Marker
t2_0200
t3_0300
t4_0350
t5_0450

Color

Table 1: Absolute age chart.

Assignment of geological age for all wells in the dataset is schematically shown on Figure 5.

Figure 5: Automatic geologic age assignment to a large dataset
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Automated Sequence Stratigraphic Interpretation
Using the corrected V-shale curves, sequence stratigraphic ordering and the Quantitative
Sequence Stratigraphy (QSS) as guideline we have created an automated workflow of
sequence stratigraphic interpretation.

Quantitative Sequence Stratigraphy (QSS)
In his paper on quantitative sequence stratigraphy, Ainsworth, 2018 introduced the concept of
“TSF analysis” to quantitatively identify sequence stratigraphic markers (flooding surfaces and
sequence boundaries) of different orders by applying ratio of rate of accommodation to rate of
sediment supply within one parasequence. Application of the TSF analysis technique to different
system tracts is explained in Figure 6.

Figure 6: TSF analysis. Left - Parasequence set showing T (rate of accommodation) to SF (rate of sedimentation). Right - application of T/SF to
different system tracts after (after Ainsworth, 2018).

Fully automated TSF analysis, bar graph, is applied to discriminate sequence boundaries
through application of the modified smoothing algorithms for the reference well W1(Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Automatic identification of sequence stratigraphic surfaces (FS - flooding surfaces; SB - sequence boundaries) of different orders in the
well. 1 – Vsh log with picked tops; 2 – traditional identification of sequence boundaries using triangle technique; 3 – QSS curve.

Traditional method of identifying sequence boundaries through picking triangles (blue to show
fining upward sequences, red – coarsening upward sequences and light blue – aggradation) is
shown to the left of the QSS curve to confirm the sequences boundaries picked by QSS
method. QSS bars and curve represents an automatic calculation of TSF method where the
maximum number corresponds to the flooding surface and minimum is sequence boundaries of
different orders.

Application of smoothing algorithm
As the Gamma Ray log is of high resolution and normal smoothing methods may obliterate the
necessary interfaces required to be preserved, cascaded Weiner filter is applied to protect large
interfaces while smoothing local variations. For TSF calculation Ainsworth (2018) has utilized
single straight line to differentiate sand and shale. In our case we have modified the concept by
applying variable smooth background line derived from the log itself by using Stavitzky-Golay
filter (SGF). At large window length the SGF will provide a centered moving average of V-shale
log while removing all associated sand and shale lobes (Figure 8).
In the next step the intersection values are found between Weiner smoothed log and SGF
background log. In a nutshell, when the Weiner smoothed log crosses to the left of SGF log it is
marked as top of a parasequence (blue line) and when it crosses to the right it is marked as
base of sand (red line) (Figures 9 and 10). T, the total thickness of a parasequence, will be the
thickness between two consecutive blue lines and the sand thickness, Ts, will be the thickness
between blue line to red line. The above values are then automatically carried over for the
calculation of QSS (T2/Ts).
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Figure 8: Smoothing algorithm applied to create Quantitative Sequence Stratigraphy (QSS) on Blackfoot data, well 01-08.
(A) Vsh log of the reference well; (B) Savitsky-Golay filter applied to Vsh log; (C) Wiener filter applied to Vsh log; (D) Savitsky-Golay filter,
double pass; (E) Wiener filter, double pass; (F) Wiener (green), Savitsky-Golay (red) filters and Vsh log (blue); (G) Difference = Wiener (double
pass) - Savitsky-Golay (double pass) filter (purple).
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Figure 9: Filter parameters window used to create QSS envelope on Blackfoot data, well 01-08. 1 - application of Savitsky-Golay filter; 2 application of Wiener filter; 3 - QSS envelope.

Figure 10: Automatic QSS identification for every well in the dataset.

Reference well logs with picked sequence stratigraphy boundaries, tops, and geological age are
used as an input to create the same for the complete datasets. As a result, we achieve a full
suite of logs over the large area with the sequence boundaries and marked tops identified with
assigned absolute age for every well.

Identification of lower orders of sequence stratigraphic surfaces
QSS method allows identification of not only sequence stratigraphic surfaces of higher order
(5th order) but also automatically assign lower orders (3rd order and even 2nd order in some
cases) (from 10⁴ -10⁵ yr for the 5th order surfaces to 10⁷-10⁸ yr for the 3rd order sequences as
per Ainsworth (2018) and Schlager (2010).
Third and fourth order sequences (Catuneanu, 2010) record base-level oscillations, tectonically
induced changes in topography and sediment supply and climatic variations. Traditionally, it is
quite a difficult task which in some cases is time consuming and, in some instances, can’t be
achieved.
Figure 11 is showing schematically how the ranking is calculated for one well. The same can be
done for the number of wells to identify lower orders of sequence boundaries for the well in the
cross-sections.
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Figure 11: Automatic identification of different ranking orders of sequence stratigraphic surfaces: a. Calculation of lower rank sequences from
higher rank (from 5th to 3rd); b. Estimate of parasequence thickness Ti and sand fraction SFi from Vsh well log. TSFi = Ti / SFi.

Automatic cross-section
Automatic cross-section building provides automatic creation of stratigraphic cross sections with
displays of well logs, well tops and sequence boundaries. Cross-section builder can read data of
automatically picked tops, well logs and sequence stratigraphic interpretation of individual wells
and automates the correlation process through efficient QC processes (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Automatic cross-section building: blue - flooding surface; red - sequence boundaries; ti –formation tops, Fi – age units; SB – sequence
boundaries; FS – flooding surfaces; W – name of wells; Each well has Vsh log, tops and sequence boundaries (SB and FS) identified by
traditional triangle method and QSS method (QSS curve).
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Automatic extraction of horizons/faults
Automated extraction of horizons and faults from seismic data has been a challenge for many
developers. Many methods have been tested and provided quite impressive results for simple
datasets, but generally fail in more complex regions such as salt domes, multiple fault families
and unconformities. However, by implementing modern research, we have been approaching a
completely automated seismic interpretation algorithms for an overly complex 3D seismic
dataset (Wu, 2016). The above process of automation of sequence stratigraphy for well data
can correct some of the seismic issues. Our team is working on integrating the two approaches
to achieve a single earth model.

Conclusion
We start with selecting reference wells, representing large dataset with emphasis on better
quality and completeness of log suite. Formation tops are picked on reference wells and then
absolute geological ages are assigned. Critical sequence stratigraphic surfaces (flooding
surfaces and sequence boundaries) are identified through recognizing progradation,
retrogradation and aggradation in logs on the one hand and through methods of quantitative
sequence stratigraphy (Ainsworth, 2018) on the other. Using reference wells with picked tops,
sequence stratigraphic boundaries and geological age, we re-assign tops, sequence boundaries
and geological age for many wells, automatically.
Well tops are picked through correlation auto-picker using the method of dynamic time warping,
and sequence stratigraphic boundaries are identified through application of QSS throughout the
large datasets.
Automatic cross-section builder reads data of automatically picked tops, different well logs,
sequence stratigraphic tops and geological age of the tops, and then identifies correlative
sequences boundaries for many wells. At this point quality check is applied and the process is
re-run if number of errors are too large.
Parallel to the above an automatic seismic interpretation is carried out. By implementing
numerous successful research algorithms, we are testing a completely automated seismic
interpretation workflow for complex 3D dataset allowing a full extraction of faults, horizons,
unconformity surfaces and various volumes, including un-faulted, flattened (wheeler domain),
and relative geologic time cube.
All the above tops, faults and horizons are then integrated through robust velocity model
building.
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As a result, we achieve a fully interpreted sequence stratigraphy for all wells tied to interpreted
3D seismic data. The method allows to automate full seismic sequence interpretation for a large
dataset thus reducing the interpretation cycle from months to days.
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